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The Post-‘Weirdness’ Era  
of Machine-Generated Jokes:  

ubi sunt LOVE 2000  
HOGS YEA?



what kinds of jokes  
can an AI tell?



SINGLE FISH. 
Single fish single fish single fish egg-plant single 
fish sight. 
A sweet win and not less noisy than saddle and 
more ploughing and nearly well painted by little 
things so. 
Please shade it a play. It is necessary and beside 
the large sort is puff. 
Every way oakly, please prune it near. It is so found. 
It is not the same.



Gertrude Stein, “Food,” Tender Buttons (1914)

SINGLE FISH. 
Single fish single fish single fish egg-plant single 
fish sight. 
A sweet win and not less noisy than saddle and 
more ploughing and nearly well painted by little 
things so. 
Please shade it a play. It is necessary and beside 
the large sort is puff. 
Every way oakly, please prune it near. It is so found. 
It is not the same.



char-rnn trained on recipes, AI Weirdness (2016)

1 cup cherry seeds 
42 cup milk 
Preheat oven to 3500 8 minutes. 
beat until the gelatins are firm. 
Brown egg yolks until smooth. 
Fold water. Roll into small cubes. 
Fill the egg with a spatula. 
1 cup meat or flour 
5 ½ to 10 small centers of green bell peppers 
Sprout clams; add vanilla.

https://www.aiweirdness.com/the-neural-network-gives-bad-cooking-16-03-04/


char-rnn, trained on 366 candy heart messages, AI Weirdness (2018)

https://www.aiweirdness.com/candy-heart-messages-written-by-a-18-02-09/


now commercial AIs are  
confident bullshitters, not 

bumbling failures



ChatGPT, prompted for candy heart messages (2023)



ChatGPT, prompted for funny candy heart messages (2023)



context makes  
“LOVE FARTS”  
less funny than  

“STANK LOVE”



ChatGPT, prompted for funny titles for this talk (2023)



char-rnn, trained on novels’ first lines, Ai Weirdness (2017)

The snow in the story of the best of times, it 
was the season of Darkness, it was the 
season of Light, it was the epoch of belief, it 
was the worst of times, it was the season of 
Light, it was the season of Darkness, it was 
the season of Light, it was the season of 
Light, it was the season of Darkness, it was 
the season of exploding past of Eller, and 
Junner, a long sunset side of the World.

https://www.aiweirdness.com/a-neural-network-tries-writing-the-17-11-02/

